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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a novel hybrid multiuser
multiple–input multiple–output (MU–MIMO) architecture, with
an emphasis on aggressive millimeter–wave (mmWave) hardware
reduction methods, omitting the beam selection stage. We propose
a simplification in a 28 GHz Rotman lens, where the number of its
beam–ports are reduced relative to the array ports resulting in
the removal of a bank of RF switches and associated biasing
network. We conducted full electromagnetic (EM) character-
ization of imperative lens defects and precisely quantify the
expected loss. For the first time, it is shown that the beam–
port decimation greatly reduces the total EM aberrations, and
consequently increases the focusing capability of the lens. With
maximum–ratio (MR) baseband processing, we study uplink
signal–to–interference–plus–noise of user terminal, and evaluate
the sum spectral efficiency performance of the proposed system
assuming a 28 GHz double–directional propagation channel.
The performance of the proposed system is compared with the
classical system including the beam selection network. Although
the performance of the proposed architecture is sub–optimal
relative to the conventional case, we demonstrate that it greatly
simplifies the practical realization of the mmWave RF front–ends,
while still maintaining highly desirable and useful operational
characteristics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Millimeter wave (mmWave) carrier frequencies will be an
integral component the 5G mobile communication systems
as per Release 15 standardization by the Third Generation
Partnership Project–New Radio (3GPP–NR) [1]. MmWave
front–end systems still face a number a technical challenges
which need to be resolved before a large–scale deployment [2].
One of the most important technical challenges in mmWave
communication is the path–loss. To effectively project a signal
over moderate distances and to close the communication link
budget, mmWave systems need high gain radiators. This is
generally realized by 32 to 256 antenna elements arrays
at the cellular base–station (BS) [1]). Since a stand alone
array is capable of beamforming only along the broad–side
direction, electronic beam steering is very much required for
spatial sectoral coverage. This requires a phase–shifter per
antenna element, which needs to be connected to a dedicated
up/down–conversion radio–frequency (RF) transceiver for con-
ventional multiple–input multiple–output (MIMO) realization.
The implementation of such a system with large number
of antenna elements is not easy at mmWave frequencies,
primarily because of the overall hardware cost. A number
of studies have focused on reducing the number of RF
chains by carefully devising hybrid architecture where the
MIMO system process is shared by the RF front–end and the

baseband signal processing (SP) unit [3], [4]. Nevertheless,
almost all hybrid architectures suggest sharing RF front–end
equipment including phase–shifters. Realizing this, again, is
complicated primarily because the varactor–controlled phase–
shifter at mmWave have high insertion loss which depends
upon the control voltage. Insertion loss is not a major issue
in silicon (CMOS) based phase shifters, but they still require
control signal. Connecting multiple phase–shifters requires
a dedicated biasing network and are generally not feasible
over wide mmWave bandwidths. Efforts like [5] have tried to
increase the accuracy by using novel tunable materials, but at
expense of high fabrication cost. A lucerative alternative of
phase–shifters used in a number of recent hybrid architectures
is the RF lens [6]–[12]. In the context of mmWave cellular
systems, an ideal RF lens performs the power combining, and
phase shifting at the same time by using the physical principles
of electromagnetic (EM) energy focusing. As a result, they
reduce the implementation complexity of RF front–ends multi-
fold, compared to phase–shifter–based hybrid solutions.

Contributions. A 28 GHz hybrid beamforming architecture
for multiuser MIMO (MU–MIMO) operation with an empha-
sis to reduce the required RF complexity is proposed. Unlike
most previous works, we consider the practical anomalies
within a Rotman lens with an aid of full–wave electromagnetic
(EM) simulations using finite–difference time domain (FTDT)
numerical method. Our investigation involves a Rotman lens
with L = M = 13 (see Fig. 1), and a decimated beam–
ports Rotman lenses with L = 7 and M = 13. We consider
a practical uniform linear array (ULA) connected to Rotman
lens in receive mode, and precisely quantified the defects of
the lens in terms of spillover of the EM energy [13]. Based
on the simulations, we conclude that the spillover profile
at the beam–ports is highly sensitive to the incoming EM
signal’s direction–of–arrival (DOA). The amount of spillover
is significantly higher for DOAs close to the array end–fire,
where EM reflections skew the spillover profiles. We also find
out that decimating the beam–ports from 13 to 7 significantly
reduces the amount of spillover, since every second beam–port
is removed; consequently, the electrical distance between con-
secutive beam–ports gets larger. As a result, this is beneficial
in reducing the net RF interference. We carefully characterize
the trade–offs in the signal–to–interference–plus–noise ratio
(SINR) and sum spectral efficiency by removing the RF switch
from the conventional hybrid architecture, and list its funda-
mental implications from a system implementation point of
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Fig. 1. Proposed hybrid uplink MU–MIMO system using a Rotman lens as the analog beamformer and MRC baseband processing.

view. We employ maximum ratio combining (MRC) baseband
processing on the uplink of a MU–MIMO system (see Fig.
1). To facilitate a more accurate comparison with the classical
architecture, we devise a model for circuit imperfections in the
RF switching stage, by capturing the physical impairments of
poor port isolation and impedance mismatches.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND HARDWARE DESIGN

The system model in this work is analogous to the one
described in [9] where a typical uplink of a single cell,
multiuser system is considered, where the BS is equipped with
an M element ULA. The BS receives L separate data streams
from L non–cooperative single–antenna terminals (L � M )
within the same time–frequency resource. The terminals are
uniformly distributed within a discrete sector of 100◦, with
a radius of Rsector. We let the M fixed analog beams in
the azimuthal directions φ1, φ2, . . . , φM . Then, the L × 1
dimension–reduced signal after beam selection is given by

y = ρ
1
2
t SRF FRF Hx + n = ρ

1
2
t Gx + n, (1)

where G = [g1 g2 . . .gL] is an L × L matrix such that the
L×1 vector g` = SRF FRF h`, ∀` = 1, 2, . . . , L. Further details
of the system and mathematical definitions can be found in [9].
The net functionality of an ideal Rotman lens with perfect
focusing capability is described by the M ×M matrix, FRF,
such that

FRF =
[
aH (φ1) aH (φ2) . . . aH (φM )

]T
. (2)

Where a is the complex array steering vector and (·)H is the
Hermitian operation. With a perfect switching matrix, SRF is
an L×M binary matrix and each row of it contains only one
non–zero entry corresponding to the selected beam port index.
The L× 1 vector of additive Gaussian noise is denoted by n,
where each entry of n ∼ CN (0, 1). We denote the imperfect
switching matrix as S̃RF =SRF+Ξ, where the (r, s)–th entry of
Ξ, denoted by [Ξ]r,s = er,s ∼ CN (0, σ2

E). Here, σE controls
the level of return loss.

We realize a 28 GHz Rotman lens is on Taconic-RF 60
substrate with dielectric constant εr = 6.15, h = 0.64 mm and
dissipation factor tan (δ) = 0.0038 using microstrip technol-
ogy. The Wave Medium Propagation section (see [9]) of the
Rotman lens was first synthesized using the standard tri-focal
lens architecture [14], [15] with f1 = 5λ hosting 13 beam–

Fig. 2. Geometrical configuration of ULA unit cell (dimensions are in mm).

ports and 2 dummy ports. From here, we design two separate
lens configurations, first with array ports L = M = 13
(namely 13×13 lens) and then with L = 7 and M = 13
(namely 7×13 lens). The (r, s)–th element of the imperfect
Rotman lens matrix, F̃RF, can be denoted by

[F̃RF]r,s= f̃r,s=
(
ãHr
)
s
=N−

1
2 e−jk0(s−1)∆ sin(φr)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Perfect component, (aH
r )s = fr,s

ejδr,s , (3)

where δr,s ∼ CN (0, ε2), and ε controls the level of spillover
loss and ãr is the shorthand for ã (φr).

To realize a non–ideal ULA, first, we designed an antenna
unit cell structure consisting of a coax fed microstrip patch
printable on two sides of a single Rogers RT/duroid 6006
laminate. An additional patch is printed on another layer,
specifically designed to enhance the antenna performance
and gain in a wide bandwidth [16], [17]. The geometrical
parameters of antenna are shown in Fig. 2. we replicate the
same unit cell in a 13 element ULA formation. Lens and arrays
with high precision full-wave EM simulations are expected to
match the hardware measurements as previously been verified
[19], [20]. With MRC at the BS and noise variance of σ2, the
SINR of terminal ` with an imperfect lens and RF switching
matrix is given by

SINR` =
ρt
∣∣g̃H` g̃`

∣∣2
σ2g̃H` g̃` + ρt

L∑
i=1
i 6=`

∣∣g̃H` g̃i
∣∣2 . (4)

For a given instance of g̃` and g̃i, SINR` can be translated into
an instantaneous spectral efficiency (in bit/sec/Hz) for terminal
` via R` = log2(1+SINR`). This can be used to compute the
ergodic sum spectral efficiency of the system via

Rsum =

L∑
`=1

R`. (5)
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Fig. 3. Simulated electric field 200µm inside the substrate layer in 13×13 lens [(a) and (b)] and 7×13 lens [(d) and (e)] (color map: normalized). 2–D
electric field along the beam–port curve depicting the field spillover at multiple DOAs for (c) 13×13 lens and (f) 7×13 lens.

Note that except for the non–ideal Rotman lens and the
RF switch matrix, the remainder of the model in Fig. 1
remains ideal. This assumption is valid since L RF–chains are
separated from the Rotman len’s beam–ports and the losses for
all UE data streams remain the same. The MRC is based on
the composite channel, which is composed of the raw channel
coefficients and the analog beamforming network.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. EM and Numerical Results

We excite the array ports of the lens by phase ramped power
signals representing multiple DOAs hitting the ULA along
the azimuth plane. Two distinct scenarios are presented in
Fig. 3. The first two columns in Fig. 3 show the simulated
normalized E-field 2-D plot on the 13×13 and 7×13 lens
substrates, while 1-D contours of E-field recorded at the
edges of the beam–ports are compared in the third column.
Two rows in Fig. 3 represent two DOA cases, the best and
the worst, respectively. The first case corresponds to the
incoming EM wave propagating from a transmitting source
(or a dominant path scatterer) which is assumed to be located
at array broadside direction i.e φ = 0◦. It is evident from
Fig. 3(a) that the maximum power is converged at the central
beam–port, i.e. port 7 in 13×13 lens, while a portion of the
power is spilled to the neighboring ports. Similar spillover is
observed in Fig. 3(b) for a 7×13 lens but the field distribution

is confined to less number of beam–ports. In other words, the
number of ports capturing the unwanted fields is higher in
13×13 lens compared to that of 7×13 lens. Looking closely
at Fig. 3(c) reveals that the amount of field converged at
beam–port 8 in 13×13 lens is no longer seen because of the
absence of a port at the same physical location in 7×13 lens.
We also notice that as the incoming wave angle φ deviates
from the broad side direction, two other physical anomalies in
the Rotman lens start to dominate. First, an un-equal spillover
profile over the beam–ports, which is evident from Fig. 3(d)
and (e), where the E-field distributes severely in the corner
ports. Secondly, for DOA at φ = 50◦, field reflections and
re-convergences within the lens’s body occurs, as evident by
Fig. 3(d) and (e). Here, the targeted beam–port was port
13 in 13×13 lens, while a significant amount of unwanted
fields were produced at port 1. Same behavior is noticed in
7×13 lens. These two trends are not significant at broadside-
like angles, because the lens in inherently designed to give
the best possible E-field convergence operation at φ = 0◦.
This inherent physical phenomenon can excite the beam–ports
located symmetrically opposite to the beam–port intended by
the incoming wave at a specific DOA. The set of results in Fig.
3 highlights a major limitation of the Rotman lens operating
as a mm-wave beamformer, and demonstrates the fact that
the EM focusing is more accurate towards the broadside
excitation angles. Let us now consider the separate beam–
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Fig. 4. Simulated far–field realized gain patterns of ULA corresponding to the beam–port excitation of (a) 13× 13 lens and (b) 7× 13 lens.

port excitations of 7×13 and 13×13 lenses, both connected
to the ULA. When the central beam–port is excited in any
of the lens, beam projection is expected to be in broad side
direction. When any other port is excited, we expect beam
projections to be tilted towards a particular φ. This is verified
by CST Microwave and Design studio co-simulation far-field
results. At a uniform excitation level, beam scanning from
−50◦ to +50◦ is presented in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Beam forming
capabilities of both 7×13 and 13×13 lens are evident from the
results. We note that even with the same geometrical structure
of lens’s array ports and ULA, far–field results generated using
7×13 and 13×13 lenses are different. Beams formed with
7×13 lens depicts a consistent thorough sector coverage with
high directivity and low inter–beam spacing. On the other
hand, beams formed with 7×13 lens are also highly directive
but have low-power coverage areas as well between two
neighboring beams. For a mm-wave MIMO cellular system,
coverage with high resolution is not necessarily required in
a given sector. An engineering trade-off in this case can be
- the minimum number of beam–ports required in a Rotman
lens that ensures beam coverage resolution is in line with the
channel’s dominant DOA conditions. Due to aforementioned
anomalies within the Rotman lens’s structure, we also note
that the gain value at φ = ±50◦ is lower than the one at φ
= 0◦. A gain decay pattern in visible from Fig. 4 which is
non-linear.

B. Sum Spectral Efficiency Results

The impact of RF switch removal and beam–port decimation
on the per–terminal MRC SINR and sum spectral efficiency
are investigated in this sub–section. Considering the double–
direction description in (2), we assume a sector radius of
Rsector = 100 m. For all the consecutive results, the number
of terminals is considered to be seven, with 13 ULA elements
at the BS. We assume that the DOAs from a given terminal
arrive at the BS via a net azimuthal angular spread of 70◦,
within which NP = 4 MPCs exist, either in clustered or distinct
fashion. In Fig. 5, the SINR of a user terminal is expressed
in the form of a cumulative distribution function (CDF), at
signal–to–noise–ratio (SNR) = 5 dB, which is generated by
considering 10000 independent ensemble realizations of the

small–scale fading, each with a unique complementary large–
scale fading random variable depending on the link distance
and other parameters. Note that the path–loss exponent is
considered to be 3.4 and the shadow fading standard deviation
is 6 dB. Note that this SNR is the “long-term” SNR which
corresponds to the ratio of the effective isotropic radiated
power to the noise power spectral density. We consider the
values from [21] for 3. Also note that the case of 13 RF chains
with the perfect lens and RF switch operation is considered
as a performance benchmark, to compare the imperfections
in the lens and RF switching stages of the system. Three
trends can be observed from Fig. 5. Firstly, a drastic decrease
in the per–terminal SINR can be seen when decreasing the
number of active RF chains from 13 to 7. Across all CDF
values, a loss of 4.5 dB SINR can be seen due to the
loss in multi–path diversity, since all active MPCs do not
participate/contribute to recover the terminal data stream, due
to lack of active spatial degrees of freedom via low RF
chain numbers. Secondly, the imperfections in the RF switch
cause a greater loss in the MRC SINR in comparison to the
imperfections in the RF lens (comparing the dotted curve with
the dashed). This indicates that from a system performance
viewpoint, the impact of imperfect beam selection is highly
pronounced on the resulting performance. This is later used
to motivate its omission. Thirdly, a 4 dB loss in the MRC
SINR is observed in the worst–case of imperfect RF lens and
switch relative to the case where perfect lens and switch is
assumed. If the RF switching network is kept for adaptive
beam selection, this comparison yields the performance of
the system in practice. More fundamentally, the outage MRC
SINR at CDF = 0.05 (5%) has a lower difference due to lower
signal power maximization by MRC relative to the peak SINR
at CDF = 0.95. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is
the first result to demonstrate the impact of imperfect EM
design of the analog beamformer on the system performance.

The result in Fig. 6 depicts the MRC SINR CDF with
beam–port decimation and the removal of RF switching, as
a consequence. Relative to the 13 × 13 perfect RF lens and
switch case, the 7 × 13 case with perfect RF lens and no
switch leads to a 5 dB MRC SINR loss across all CDF
values. This loss is attributed to direct downconversion from
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the Rotman lens beam–ports to RF chain inputs without any
optimization/selection of the best RF paths (as would be the
case for performance with RF switching). A further loss is
incurred when considering the lens imperfections with beam–
port decimation due to fundamental impairment of focusing
aberrations, and electric field spillover. Overall, the loss of
desired signal power and RF beam selection capabilities leads
to a decrease in the SINR, however on the positive side, such
an approach drastically reduces the implementation complexity
of hybrid beamforming systems at mmWave frequencies.

IV. CONCLUSION

An aggressive hardware reduction approach for mmWave
MIMO hybrid architecture is presented, discussed and results
are evaluated. The system model for MU–MIMO uplink
with 7 user terminals is presented with exact mathematical
descriptions. Ideal blocks of beamforming and beam selection
networks are replaced with realistic models that involve an
accurate estimation of physical impairments. Our investiga-
tions show that by decreasing the number of beam–ports in a
Rotman lens based hybrid MIMO architecture, the interference
profile can be reduced. In addition, removal of an entire beam

selection stage is practically viable. The extension of similar
port dissimulation principle with other SP techniques is one
of the future directions.
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